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ANNUAL OVERVIEW  
The President’s Sustainability Steering Committee (PSSC) was originally commissioned by President 
William Powers in 2007 and meets regularly to share their sub-committee conversations, to review the 
many and various initiatives happening across campus related to resource efficiency in operations and 
the curriculum, and to discuss and forward new initiatives that enhance the university’s sustainability 
policy (adopted in 2008) and overall portfolio. The PSSC has two sub-committees to focus on Academics 
and on Operations. During the 2011-12 academic year, the PSSC had 24 members and met 5 times.  

The university policy includes the following definition: 
Sustainability refers to societal efforts that meet the needs of present generations without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs. Sustainability presumes that the planet’s resources are finite, and 
should be used conservatively, wisely, and equitably. Decisions and investments aimed to promote sustainability 
will simultaneously advance economic vitality, ecological integrity, and social welfare. 

MEMBERSHIP, 2011-2012 
Title Name Department/School 
Dr. Pat  Clubb Co-Chair - Vice-President, University Operations 
Dean Fritz Steiner Co-Chair - Dean, School of Architecture 
Dr. David Allen Department of Chemical Engineering, Cockrell School of Engineering 
Dr. Jay Banner Department of Geological Sciences, Jackson School of Geosciences 
 Michelle Camp Undergraduate Student appt. by Student Government 
Dr. Kelley Crews Department of Geography and the Environment, College of Liberal Arts 
Dr. David Eaton Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs 
Dr. Ofodike Ezekoye Department of Mechanical Engineering, Cockrell School of Engineering 
Dr. Larry  Gilbert Section of Integrative Biology, College of Natural Sciences 
Dr. Charles Groat Department of Geological Sciences, Jackson School of Geosciences 
Dr. Bob Harkins Campus Safety and Security, University Operations 
Dr. Floyd Hoelting Division of Housing and Food Service, Student Affairs 
Dr. Steve Kraal Campus Planning and Facilities Management, University Operations 
 Caroline Kolb Graduate Student, McCombs School of Business 
 Kristin Lee Graduate Student, LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Dr. Daene McKinney Department of Civil, Architectural and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Steven Moore Center for Sustainable Development, School of Architecture 
Dr. Raymond Orbach Energy Institute 

Chris Plonsky Women's Athletic Director/Sr. Assoc. AD M-W Athletics Ext. Services 
Susan Rieff Executive Director, Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center 

Dr. Bill Sage School of Law 
Peter Schneider Environmental Health and Safety, University Operations 
Melinda Taylor School of Law 
Andrew Townsend Undergrad Student appt. by Campus Environmental Center 

 Karen Blaney Program Coordinator, Operations, Office of Sustainability 
 Alice Gerhart Program Coordinator, Academics, Office of Sustainability 
 Jim Walker Director of Sustainability, Office of Sustainability 
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RECOMMENDATIONS  
The PSSC is pleased to report solid, ongoing progress to the President and the Provost on both 
operational and academic goals, with several major initiatives highlighted below. Background and 
benefits on each of these initiatives are provided in later pages. The PSSC believes the administration’s 
support of these initiatives will enhance both the university’s national profile and operational efficiency. 

The PSSC annual signature event, the Sustainability at UT Austin Symposium, will be presented for the 
third time on Friday, September 21, 2012.  The Symposium highlights the efforts of the PSSC as well as a 
broad cross-section of efforts across campus as presented by faculty, staff and students. 

Additional achievements and implementation efforts are also noted on following pages.  

New PSSC Members 
Invite two new members to join the PSSC:  
Dr. Christine Hawkes, Section of Integrative Biology, College of Natural Sciences 

- Dr. Hawkes was one of 11 researchers to participate in the pilot phase of the Green Labs Initiative and 
brings the perspective of College of Natural Sciences faculty 

Dr. Michael Webber, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Cockrell School of Engineering 
- Dr. Webber is the principal investigator on the Mitchell Foundation Gift (see below) as well as on several 

recent solar photovoltaic projects on the main campus and brings an entrepreneurial perspective 

Academic Recommendation 
Among the several initiatives the PSSC is pursuing with the School of Undergraduate Students to add 
value to the First Year Experience, the PSSC wants to highlight and recommend continued support for 
the collation and creation of curricula that focus on the personal and social questions raised by global 
challenges in resource availability. We are particularly focused on curricula that meet the objectives of 
the Ethics and Leadership Flag and initiatives that may expand student opportunities.  Teaching ethics 
and sustainability concepts together will prepare students to weigh current and future economic, social, 
and environmental challenges within the context of their academic experience, so that upon graduation, 
they are prepared to make decisions that reflect the complexity of these challenges in their personal and 
professional pursuits.   

Operations Recommendation 
The Natural Resources Conservation Plan (NRCP) has been integrated into the ongoing Campus Master 
Plan process as recommended by President Powers in 2011. The annual update of the NRCP includes 
refined goals based on progress to date and a new goal to support a Sustainable Purchasing Policy.  

Campus Master Plan 
Updating the Campus Master Plan is a once in a generation opportunity.  There are many important 
initiatives within the overall planning process, only a couple of which overlap the charge of the PSSC. 
One of these initiatives is focused on a structural change to the utility operation to leverage the savings 
realized from energy efficiency investments into more efficiency investments (i.e., a revolving fund 
model). While details remain to be developed, the PSSC recommends support for this initiative.  
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OPERATIONS COMMITTEE  
The PSSC Operations Committee is charged with integrating values of stewardship and resource 
conservation into activities and services in order to optimize the efficiencies of its operations and 
services while minimizing its wastes and carbon footprint by making recommendations on: 

• engaging in pollution prevention activities and compliance with all relevant environmental laws 
and regulations;  

• improving the long-term quality and regenerative capacity of the environmental, social, and 
economic systems that support the University’s activities and needs;  

• developing and promoting practices that maximize beneficial effects and minimize harmful 
effects of operations, research and activities on the surrounding environment. 

Such measures are necessary in order for UT Austin to continue to realize significant financial savings 
from resource efficiency related investments.  

Natural Resources Conservation Plan 
In 2011, the PSSC was grateful to receive President Powers’ endorsement of the direction recommended 
in the PSSC Natural Resource Conservation Plan (NRCP). The NRCP seeks to reduce campus energy and 
resource consumption, meet ongoing campus resource requirements, produce lower operating costs, 
and expand the sustainable energy portfolio by 2020.  The strategies and possible goals identified in the 
NRCP are being integrated and refined in the Campus Master Plan Update. Meeting these goals will 
produce estimated cost savings/avoidance of $6,000,000 annually and reduce the UT Austin carbon 
footprint by approximately 46,000 metric tons CO2 equivalent. 

In monitoring our annual progress, the PSSC has amended the NRCP in several key areas: 

- Maintain existing utility system performance at an average of 8,500 BTU per KWH; 
- Reduce demand side energy requirements by 20 percent; 
- Acquire 5 percent of current energy requirements from renewable sources; 
- Reduce gasoline and diesel fuel use for the campus fleet by 20 percent, increase car pool and 

mass transit users by 30 percent, utilize 100 percent natural gas fuel for the shuttle bus system; 
- Reduce domestic water use by 20 percent, replace 40 percent current water use with 

reuse/reclaimed sources; 
- Increase diversion to 90 percent of waste stream and reduce total waste stream by 20 percent. 

In the final areas, waste reductions are heavily dependent on campus education, but these seem 
achievable, particularly with cooperation from University Procurement on streamlining and eliminating 
packaging waste from vendors. Facilities Services has achieved 50 percent diversion through its Surplus, 
Furniture Shop, and Recycling operations, and is working with Office of Sustainability to track and 
measure Auxiliary operations to create an accurate picture of the full campus waste stream. An 
increasing number of units, including Athletics, are exploring the composting of food waste, which 
should significantly increase diversion overall.  
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CAMPUS MASTER PLAN           
The PSSC serves as the Sustainability Task Group in the Campus Master Plan Update process being led by 
university consultants Sasaki Associates of Watertown, MA. The Campus Master Plan Advisory 
Committee Co-Chairs, Dr. Patricia Clubb and Dean Fritz Steiner, also serve as the PSSC Co-Chairs. All the 
goals of the Master Plan Update emphasize a positive return on investment for the university.  

The Campus Master Plan scope for Sasaki Associates states: 

… the University of Texas at Austin (UT) Campus Development plan responds to the University's 
request for a limited scope of work that can be undertaken in a first phase, and that will form the 
basis for subsequent planning tasks identified in the University's Campus Master Plan RFQ. The 
overall intent is to create a framework for orderly University development, and to give the University 
integrated access to the multiple data sources it needs to effectively prioritize capital improvements. 
Our proposed strategy is to focus initial efforts on the facilities and site planning dimensions of the 
planning process.  

Six principal tasks have been identified for the first phase of the UT Campus Development plan: 

1. Historical Inventory and Preservation I Adaptive Reuse Plan 
2. Mobility Plan 
3. Sustainability Plan 
4. Decision Support Tool 
5. Campus Development Strategy 
6. Design Guidelines for Buildings 

The Sustainability Plan is further explicated:  

The Sustainability Plan will be initiated in tandem with the first stage of the Campus Development 
Plan. The focus of the sustainability planning will be the integration of the UT Natural Resource 
Management and Conservation Strategic Plan with the six tasks and the Campus Development Plan. 

Planning for sustainable use of energy and water has the highest potential for a significant return on 
investment. For energy, a range of University growth targets will be identified by building and use type 
to determine a base line for future energy consumption. Working with the University team, goals will 
be set for future building energy Use Intensity (EUI) targets based on what will be required to meet 
the energy use goals established 

A similar process will be used to set targets for future water consumption. University building 
performance initiatives will be included in the implementation recommendations. The overall objective 
is to integrate sustainability goals into the plans for the physical environment of the campus. 

For the Sustainability Plan, we will work with UT to establish baselines and goals based on the 
University's AASHE STARS submission, and to set priorities for metrics and goals. 

We will work with the university to develop a recommendation for energy conservation funding 
strategies. The first step will be a complete a review of studies, analysis and other materials 
associated with energy conservation measures that have been proposed or considered at UT Austin. 
Based on conversations with UT and experience at other campuses, the candidate uses of funds that 
are under consideration for funding from alternative sources will be documented. 

The team understanding of the criteria (measurements, metrics, and considerations) that are to be 
applied to differentiate funding alternatives will be documented. 

The generic universe of energy conservation funding alternatives will be identified. Based on the 
funding alternatives identified, a targeted survey of representative organizations that are drawing on 
and have implemented the variety of funding alternatives will be conducted. The deliverable for this 
task will be current, organized, and comparable information with respect to the attributes and track 
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- Several members of the PSSC, and ad hoc members of the PSSC Operations Committee, are on 
the Master Plan Energy Task Group that is focused on reviewing data and scenarios for shifting 
the structure of how UT Austin finances energy efficiency investments on campus. The PSSC 
supports the overall intent and direction of this effort to structurally change the utility operation to 
leverage the savings realized from energy efficiency investments into more efficiency investments 
(i.e., a revolving fund model). While there remain many details to be determined, not least of 
which is capitalizing such a fund, the direction should be strongly supported.  

- While the Sasaki scope of work was necessarily limited, issues outside of their scope inevitably 
arise through the process and discussions. Some of these issues (e.g., impacts of UT Austin’s 
housing footprint, impacts on Waller Creek, landscape policies) relate to the purpose of the PSSC 
to promote efforts on campus that work toward achieving the UT Austin Sustainability Policy.  The 
PSSC Academic Committee sees research and educational opportunities in many of these 
issues. Connecting the Master Plan with curriculum will both strengthen students’ and faculty 
involvement in the Master Plan as well as provide an additional source of insight and motivation 
to proceed to Phase 2 of the Master Plan process.  
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MITCHELL FOUNDATION GIFT        
In November, 2011, Dr. Michael Webber, Cockrell School of Engineering, submitted a proposal along 
with Co-Principal Investigators Dr. Ray Orbach (Director, UT Austin Energy Institute) and Jim Walker 
(Director of Sustainability, Office of Campus Planning and Facilities Management) to the Mitchell 
Foundation titled "Integrating Sustainability in Higher Education” (available on request).  The successful 
proposal requested funds at a level of $250,000 in each of three years, with the second and third year 
contingent on reporting from the initial year.  Dr. Webber, assisted by the Office of Sustainability, has 
begun convening members around drafting strategic plans to meet the Year 1 goals and deliverables, 
due in fall of 2012.   

The PSSC will provide “overall programmatic guidance and oversight” of the project along with Dr. 
Webber. Excerpts of the original proposal are below:  

Background 

Sustainability is a critical topic and field of study that is slowly being acknowledged by higher 
education, but is generally poorly integrated into universities in a comprehensive way. UT proposes to 
address this shortcoming by developing a roadmap to integrate sustainability into the university 
environment at the University of Texas at Austin. This proposed project focuses on three areas: 1) 
teaching, 2) research, and 3) operations. This project is presented as a 3--‐year effort with a budget 
of $250,000 per year, with the expectation that funding for years 2 and 3 are contingent upon meeting 
milestones in the years 1 and 2, respectively.  

The plan includes an intensive first year of planning to develop a roadmap for integrating 
sustainability into the university environment. Subsequent years are intended to demonstrate the 
“proof--‐of--‐principle” for university sustainability efforts, with the idea that such efforts would be 1) 
scaleable (meaning that once the framework for integrating sustainability on campus is developed, 
efforts can be ramped up to include more students, faculty and staff if more budget becomes 
available), and 2) reproduceable (meaning that the roadmap for sustainability at UT can be replicated 
at other universities nationwide).  

This program intends to be campus--‐wide (including faculty, staff, and students) and multi--‐ 
disciplinary (including business, architecture, natural sciences, geosciences, liberal arts, policy, law, 
and engineering). The tasks for these projects are outlined below.  

Organizing Framework 

UT already has made sustainability an important and central part of its priorities. For example, UT first 
hired a Director of Sustainability in 2006 (years before most large public research universities created 
such positions), and has established the President’s Sustainability Steering Committee (PSSC). The 
PSSC is an advisory committee that reports directly to President William Powers Jr., and is 
comprised of faculty, students and operations staff. Because the PSSC is already in existence as a 
fully--‐functioning campus--‐wide committee with presidential oversight, this project does not need to 
invest resources to create an organizational framework. Rather, the support from Mitchell Foundation 
can be used to leverage existing capacities in a cost--‐ effective way that ramps up the integration of 
sustainability across the campus. The project PI and Co‐PIs will work with the PSSC for overall 
programmatic guidance and oversight of this initiative.  
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LBJ Green Society 
The LBJ Green Society piloted a composting program for their weekly brown bag luncheons in spring 
2012, and have collected over a ton (2000 lb) of compostables to date. The group continues to monitor 
the recycling bins in the SRH building, and has begun to collaborate more closely with the Office of 
Sustainability. As a result of this relationship, the LBJ School has placed a student representative on the 
PSSC and the Green Fee Committee.  

Net Impact  
The mission of the Net Impact Undergraduate group in the McCombs School of Business is to educate 
students on sustainability as it manifests in business studies; to connect students to a network of socially 
responsible professionals and businesses; and to create institutional change advancing environmental 
awareness at McCombs and across the university. They partner with the University Co-op on recycling 
initiatives and regularly host discussions with faculty and staff about current initiatives.  

UT Austin Student Chapter – US Green Building Council 
USGBC Student Group's mission is to link the various active campus participants of the Green Building 
movement together through various programs, campaigns, and special events.  
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Surplus Property 
Surplus Property diverted more than 3,400 tons of property from landfill. Furniture Shop diverted 
approximately 29 tons of furniture from landfill. 

Assistant Manager, Landscaping (Urban Forestry) 
University Operations welcomes Jim Carse to the position vacated by Larry Maginnis. The urban forester 
has proven to be a consistently valuable position, creating opportunities for academic-operational 
crossover and an important voice for campus beautification and landscape preservation. 

Sustainability Coordinator, Campus Environmental Center 
The position is expected to be filled over the summer and will report within Facilities Services, Recycling 
and Sustainability, and be responsible for compliance, safety, budgets, student hiring, and procurement 
related to the Campus Environmental Center. As originally envisioned for the position when it was 
created several years ago, the hiring team is seeking a background in youth leadership development and 
project management, but can anticipate many more applicants with significant experience in campus 
sustainability.  

 

Utilities and Energy Management 
Utilities continues to seek efficiency savings in equipment upgrades and management software. While 
no major new investments were made during the 2011-12 academic year, fine tuning of the new 
thermal energy storage tank and power plant systems is ongoing.  

Utilities also continues to refine Enurgy, their online tool for usage, cost data, reports, and trends.   

Utilities is deeply involved in the Campus Master Plan conversation about funding scenarios for energy 
efficiency.  

 

Project Management and Construction Services 
Project managers within Project Management and Construction Services (PMCS) continue working on 
green building guidelines for large renovation projects (to align with green building goals for new 
construction already in place).  The renovation guidelines are in the final review stages and are expected 
to be online by Fall 2012.  
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